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"Cultivating sex appeal and looking great naked is not about crash dieting or Photoshop,but

rather is about a woman’s attitude, confidence, playful personality, and feeling good in her own

skin.” –Christa Meola, boudoir photographerIn this greatly anticipated book The Art of Boudoir

Photography: How to Create Stunning Photographs of Women, pro photographer Christa

Meola goes beyond photography instruction to include detailed information on how to help

women look and feel beautiful by cultivating their sex appeal. This beautifully illustrated guide

will not only enhance your understanding of how to bring out the best in every woman, but also

sharpen your photography skills in order to capture her successfully. Whether shooting with a

pro model, plain-Jane, curvy gal, or soccer mom, Christa gets to know her subject intimately in

order to help her look and feel beautiful, sexy, and confident. Christa shares her personal tips

and techniques throughout the entire process, creating an amazing experience that produces

photographs packed with emotion. She covers every step in creating a successful boudoir

shoot, including how to prepare a subject who has never posed before, coaching sensual

movement, beautiful lighting setups with minimal equipment, how to flatter every figure, and

more. With “Before and After” profiles and “Do and Don’t” scenarios throughout, essential lists,

practical tips for male photographers, metadata for every shot, as well as post-processing

techniques in Adobe Lightroom and Photoshop, this book offers clear and inspiring

instruction. The Art of Boudoir Photography is about transformation. It’s about cultivating sex

appeal and enthusiastic positivity. It’s that jolt of confidence and bolt of sexual prowess to tease

out of your subject. It’s for each woman to recognize her individual beauty, provide an

opportunity for her to break through her comfort zone, honor her body, and celebrate femininity.

For photographers with varying levels of experience, this book is for you–to appreciate and

embrace boudoir photography, enhance your understanding of what it is, what it can do for

women, and most importantly, how to have fun with it! 
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MT1, “Great book. I decided to check out this book since this is an area of photography that I

would like to eventually go into. I have a shoot coming up soon that I still felt would benefit from

this book.First, this book is not a guide on the running of such a business or any of the legal

stuff.The book starts off by explaining how to build a relationship with your client. It teaches

some essential skills to communicate with your client and has some great (very important)

pointers for male photographers in building a relaxing environment for the client.As basic and

common sense as some of it is, most of us photographers forget these tips and this book is

designed to start you off on the right foot with the client.The book has great tips on how to

make the client relaxed and what to do to shake off the nervousness.The next sections cover

poses and how to create positive points of interest and how to hide areas of concern on the

body. The tips here are very useful and are worth writing down.The following sections cover

lighting and equipment. The focus of the book is not equipment but rather connecting with your

client. Without a connection you have nothing.I think it is important to already have a good

understanding of lighting and equipment before reading this book. It is really not a technical

guide on the toys but rather a guide to what is important.I would highly recommend this book

even to a portrait photographer because the people skills it teaches are essential.One thing

that I did make note of is that most of the females in the sample photos, are of a smaller

size.Yes a few shots are of some females of a bigger size but the majority of the book is

medium to skinny women. The books does give pointers to help shoot heavier females but



don't expect any lightbulb or magic moments of clarity to solve these types of issues. You will

still struggle in some situations depending on the subjects stature.The book also covers a

shoot from start to finish and has a small section on editing and retouching.This book is a great

investment and the information is vital to anyone that wants to explore this area of

photography.Buy the book and you will not be sorry.”

Patrick Perdu, “Niche topic, covered nearly perfectly.. Of the photography books I am going

through, Christa Meola's "The art of boudoir photography" is one of the standouts.The author

covers most aspects of the business of boudoir (and only boudoir) photography. If some

suggestions or practices are universally applicable (professionalism, lighting), most of the book

is very specific to this niche of hers.She starts by discussing the specificities of working with

women, which she appropriately classifies in professional models, girls next door and the in-

between category of muses (i.e. women who know how to move gracefully without necessarily

being used to the camera) and point out how this niche is better manned by women

photographers - unfortunately true.Follow three chapters about the mood: movement and

poses to coach the model into, as well as storytelling in a single frame.After a few quick pages

over equipment (without surprise), she wraps up the shoot proper with one chapter listing a few

lighting recipes and one about the way to coach the shoot ("yes, that's good... gorgeous, raise

the hand a little, good..." you get the drift).Then comes a chapter about post production (very

basics of Lightroom and Photoshop), and Christa Meola closes the book with the description of

a complete session from start to finish.I enjoyed reading this book from cover to cover. The tips

are useful; the shots are technically very good, very tastefull; the poses Christa describes are

obviously great and they are well described in a way that makes them useful.All in all a great

set of poses, lighting tips etc. if.If you hire a professional make-up artist for the day,If you have

a helping hand on the shoot,If your models are on the average naturally gorgeous,If you have

access to beautiful Manhattan flats or Firenze gardens.Christa Meola's book features few

pictures of quite curvy young ladies whose inner beauty is indeed revealed by Christa's lenses

(see the back cover). However this is more the exception than the rule. Not to detract from the

obvious mastery displayed by the author; however taking great pictures is easier when you

have professional make-up, styling, hair-dressing, and frequently models.If you want more

practical tips on how to flatter the less oh-so-obviously beautiful from the start, I would advise

you have a look at Tammy Warnock's "
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". As much Christa Meola's could nearly be a coffee table book (not if you have kids around -

nudity abounds), as much Tammy Warnock focusses on how to suggest while hiding, how to

adjust the clothes and pose the hands to hide trouble spots etc. with a very practical collection

of suggestions.Finally, one small gripe: the one aspect of the boudoir photography business



that is not explicitly dissected in its own chapter is marketing - however the astute reader would

have noticed the obvious examples peppered throughout the book: every ten pages there is a

mention of the author's website, her (expensive) online workshop or her blog. Marketing: not

much theory, too much practice.All in all a complete book that pretty much covers the subject

and features beautiful, tasteful photographs. Well worth the price, especially if you get requests

for boudoir sessions.”

christian davis, “Fantastic Book. Have read through briefly, this book has been on my wish list

for a while, so decided to purchase with my xmas amazon gift vouchers. great case studies,

do's and don'ts, fantastic images and poses, definitely a worthwhile purchase for anyone

wanting to learn and understand more about this different type of portraiture photography

genre.”

sandancer, “Pretty Good. I agree with most of what the reviewers say but there are one or two

issues that I would have like to have seen addressed. Firstly some of the models are

professionals and even the "non models" are all slim and attractive. I would have liked to have

seen more "ordinary" figures and how she dealt with them as not everyone we photograph is

size 10.That said the advice was great and the information was very concise. Overall a very

good buy if you want to progress with Boudoir photography.”

Rachel, “fantastic boudoir and glamour photography bible for photgraphing women. Loved this

book, it gives great insight into lighting, posing, shooting on location.Was a bit disappointed

that she would not disclose more information about the business side but for this you will have

to buy her workshop.”

The book by Christa Meola has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 279 people have provided feedback.
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